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ABSTRACT
In reverse-time migration (RTM), we can produce angle-domain common-imaging gathers (ADCIGs) in either the scattering-angle domain or the dip-angle domain. The latter, although not used as widely as the former, still provides a unique view to look
into seismic imaging. The RTM dip-angle ADCIG can be computed via the subsurface
offset extension, which is a bit costly in storage. We here obtain dip-angle ADCIGs
efficiently in acoustic RTM by using the normalized Poynting vectors. Poynting vec1

tor, an indicator of the directional energy flux, is easy to compute during wavefield
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propagation. Similar to the subsurface-offset method, our method also has dip-angle
ADCIGs of blocky horizontal coherence. In the theory of local semblance analysis, the
signal with better horizontal coherence has a higher semblance score, and vice versa.
Based on the estimated semblance scores, we can thus design a specularity filter to
preserve valid signals and suppress noises. We validate our method with two datasets.
Both the Marmousi data and the real data show that our method works effectively in
eliminating noises and enhancing resolution in the acoustic RTM imaging.

INTRODUCTION
2

Angle-domain common-image gather (ADCIG) has become a useful tool in image interpo-

3

lation (Nolan and Symes, 1996; Xu et al., 2001), migration velocity analysis (MVA) (Biondi

4

and Tisserant, 2004), and amplitude-versus-angle (AVA) analysis (Brandsberg-Dahl et al.,

5

2003). Generally, the calculating of ADCIGs falls into two categories: pre-imaging or post-

6

imaging. The methods in the former category evaluate the ADCIGs pre-imaging by using

7

ray parameters (Mosher et al., 2000) or directional vectors (Wu and Chen, 2006; Yoon

8

and Marfurt, 2006). These methods compute the directions of wavefield propagation per

9

time/depth step. However, accuracy issues may arise when the wavefield becomes com-

10

plicated in the presence of complex subsurface structures. The methods from the other

11

category produce ADCIGs post-imaging by transforming space-lag or time-lag image ex-

12

tensions into angle-domain gathers. These methods need image extensions with space-lag
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13

(Sava and Fomel, 2003; Biondi and Symes, 2004) or time-lag (Sava and Fomel, 2006; Vyas

14

et al., 2010) or a combination of both (Sava and Vasconcelos, 2011) instead. The image

15

extensions are then mapped into angle-domain gathers via radial trace transform (Sava and

16

Fomel, 2003). The post-migration method is relatively convenient and robust, except for

17

additional storage and computation cost arising from the extra dimensions of the lagged

18

images.

19

Although with high computational cost, wave-equation based migration methods are

20

considered as good choices to compute and extract ADCIGs (Prucha et al., 1999; Stolk

21

and Symes, 2004). Jin et al. (2014) make an elaborated overview about techniques of

22

scattering-angle ADCIGs and compare between them. However, dip-angle ADCIGs have

23

just got few attentions. Wu and Chen (2006) compute the dip-angle ADCIGs by beamlet

24

decomposition. Browaeys et al. (2008) uses the relations between the horizontal and vertical

25

subsurface offsets to determine local dip angles.Dafni and Symes (2016a,b) employ Radon

26

transform operators to map subsurface image extensions into dip-angle ADCIGs. Among

27

them above, the method of Dafni and Symes (2016a,b) are implemented post-migration,

28

and the methods by Wu and Chen (2006), Browaeys et al. (2008) are implemented pre-

29

migration. All these methods have elegant mathematical formulations but with additional

30

computation and storage costs.

31

We here propose an efficient pre-migration method to evaluate dip-angle ADCIGs by

32

using the normalized Poynting vector, whose stablized solution is obtained in the least-

33

squares sense. No subsurface offset extension is required, and only negligible additional

34

computation and storage costs arise during the vector calculation. The normalized Poynting

35

vector can make easy the evaluation of the dip-angle vectors and their corresponding dip

36

angles. In cooperation with local semblance analysis, the dip-angle ADCIGs provide an

37

extra degree of freedom to suppress migration artifacts (Dafni and Symes, 2016a).

38

We arrange the paper as follows. First, we briefly review the basic theories on Poynt-

39

ing vectors in acoustic RTM. Then, we summarize three strategies to avoid wavefield-

40

overlapping in Poynting-vector estimation. Next, we introduce how to estimate the dip-

41

angle ADCIGs with Poynting vectors efficiently via some simple vector operations. After-
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42

ward, we discuss the application of local semblance analysis as specularity filter to suppress

43

noises in dip-angle ADCIGs. Finally, we exemplify our method with numerical tests.

METHODS
44

Review of Poynting vector in Acoustic RTM

45

Under constant density assumption, the 2-D wave equation reads

Accepted Article




1 ∂2
2
− ∇ p (x, t; xS ) = s (t; xS ) ,
c2 (x) ∂t2

(1)

46

where x denotes the spatial coordinates, c (x) denotes the velocity, p (x, t; xS ) denotes the

47

pressure excited by the source s (t; xS ) at position xS .

48

RTM is popular in academia and industry because it has potential to image complex

49

structures without dip limitation (Baysal et al., 1983; Whitmore, 1983). Its cross-correlation

50

imaging condition reads
I (x) =

Z

pR (x, t) pS (x, t) dt,

(2)

51

where pS indicates the forward-propagated source wavefield and pR the backward-propagated

52

receiver wavefield. The raw RTM images may suffer from high-amplitude low-wavenumber

53

noises. Yoon and Marfurt (2006) propose to suppress this noise using Poynting vector.

54

Then, due to its efficiency, Poynting vector draws attentions and has further applications

55

in ADCIG extraction (Zhang and McMechan, 2011; Wang and McMechan, 2015).

56

57

According to Cerveny (2005) and Yoon and Marfurt (2006), the general definition of
Poynting vector is
σ = −τ · υ,

(3)

58

where τ is the stress tensor, υ the particle-velocity vector and · the dot-product operator.

59

In the isotropic acoustic case, the P-wave propagation only involves the isotropic normal
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stresses of τ (Aki and Richards, 2002), so equation 3 becomes
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σ P = −τ P υ P ,

(4)

61

in which the P −wave particle velocity υ p remains the form of vector but the P −wave stress

62

τ p changes into a scalar.

63

The formulation to calculate Poynting vector in Yoon and Marfurt (2006) involves the

64

first-order time derivative of the wavefield, which needs the storage of a short wavefield

65

history. We here employ the acoustic equation in form of the staggered grid (Virieux, 1986)

66

instead
∂p(x,t;xS )
∂t

+ c2 (x) ∇ · v (x, t; xS ) = 0,
R
∂v(x,t;xS )
+
∇p
(x,
t;
x
)
=
s (t; xS ) dt,
S
∂t

(5)

67

where p (x, t; xS ) denotes the p-wave stress scalar and v (x, t; xS ) the P −wave particle-

68

velocity vector. For the sake of clearness, in the remainder of this paper, we simplify the

69

expression of equation 4 as
σ = −pv,

(6)

70

The definitions of p and v can be found in equation 5. Figure 1 shows the x− and z−

71

Poynting-vector components.

Figure 1: X-component (left) and Z-component (right) of Poynting vectors.

72

After the estimation of the Poynting vectors, we come back to the imaging condition in
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73

equation 2. By calculating the source- and receiver-side Poynting vectors, we can evaluate

74

the scattering angle between them. Then, we design an angle-based filter to suppress the

75

low-wavenumber artifacts with large incident angles (Yoon and Marfurt, 2006). We can

76

also expand an image extension to get scattering-angle ADCIGs. In the Poynting-vector

77

based ADCIGs, because the extractions of scattering-angle ADCIG have been well-known,

78

we focus on the extraction of dip-angle ADCIG in the follows.

79

Avoid overlapping waves

80

Poynting vector is computationally efficient. However, it fails when overlapping waves

81

propagate in different directions. To reduce the overlapping, we usually consider the non-

82

reflection strategies, making the two-way wave-equation degrade into one-way wave-equation

83

somewhat. One strategy is to smooth the slowness rather than velocity within one wave-

84

length. The second strategy is to design impedance-matching wave-equation. These two

85

strategies should suffice to cure most of the unwanted reflections. However, there may still

86

exist some very stubborn overlapping points. Therefore, we here take another safeguard:

1−

∂p (x, t)/∂t
c(x)∇p (x, t)

< ε,

(7)

87

in which c(x) is the acoustic velocity, ε is a threshold for security control, say, ε = 0.1.

88

Equation 7 holds based on the one-way wave-equation:
∂p (x, t)
= c(x)∇p (x, t) ,
∂t

(8)

89

which is the sub-equation of two-way wave-equation. ∂p (x, t)/∂t and ∇p (x, t) can be found

90

in equation 5, without additional computation costs. Once the left-hand-side of equation

91

7 is greater than some threshold, we say that this imaging point has a severe wavefield

92

overlapping. Then, we let go of these points to avoid them taking part in the imaging. Note

93

that these strategies are only suitable for the slowly varying subsurface property (such as

94

impedance). Let us consider the strongly varying subsurface property such as velocity model

95

with complex salt domes. Smoothing slowness of salt velocity model within one wavelength
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96

will still generate strong upgoing reflection waves. Also, for equation 7, a constant epsilon

97

used to judge all subsurface imaging points may fail. For example, with a small epsilon, we

98

may miss the Salt boundary in the imaging process. We here simply leave the Salt case an

99

open question.

100
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A stable vector normalization

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the acquisition system in geophysical survey. The directional angles of source and receiver rays are, respectively, indicated by θs and θg . The dip
angle is θd . The incident angles are α1 and α2 . In the acoustic case, α1 = α2 .

101

Figure 2 illustrates the geometric relationship between the source and receiver rays.

102

An intuitive impression Figure 2 leaves us is that to obtain the scattering angle α, we

103

need the information about the source and receiver ray angles θs and θg . The inverse

104

trigonometric functions are a bit more time-consuming than the ordinary addition and

105

subtraction operations, so we should avoid their usage as much as possible. We first carry

106

out a vector-normalization approach: σ/|σ| . This approach is similar to that in Zhang and

107

McMechan (2011). However, we are not satisfied with the above normalization approach

108

because it may suffer from the risk of division by zero. Here the zeros are those connecting

109

the peaks and troughs of the wavefields, rather than those in the null space. To forge

110

a stabilized vector normalization algorithm, we seek for a solution from the least-squares

111

problem

112

b − σk22 ,
ε (b
σ ) = k|σ| σ

(9)

b the variable. We hope
in which σ is the Poynting vector, |σ| its Euclidean norm, and σ
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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113

that equation 9 makes sense not pointwisely but locally, say, within the area Ω surrounding

114

the imaging point. Then, we get the solution to equation 9 as
P

b = PΩ
σ

115

116

117
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|σ| σ

2
Ω |σ|

.

(10)

This way, the vector normalization algorithm becomes more stable. Note that this solution
is just to cure the division-by-zero issue in the valid wavefield. For the zeros in the null
P
space without wavefield information, we just skip them after knowledging that Ω |σ|2 is

118

less than some security threshold.

119

Low-wavenumber noise suppression

120

With equation 10 being ready, we may make easier some operations. For example, even

121

without scattering-angle ADCIG extraction, we can implement the angle-dependent filter to

122

suppress low-wavenumber noises without trigonometric functions. We define the weighting

123

filter as
w (x) =



 1, σ
bs · σ
b g > −0.5


 0, σ
bs · σ
b g ≤ −0.5

,

(11)

124

in which no cosine function gets involved. We filter out the source and receiver wavefields

125

with scattering angle larger than 120 degrees, based on cos (120◦ ) = −0.5. This pointwise

126

filter can be embedded into the cross-correlation imaging condition in equation 2. The

127

threshold -0.5 is just a given value corresponding to the incident angle of 120◦ . In prac-

128

tical applications, the user-defined (soft or hard) threshold may be given according to the

129

exploration targets.

130

Efficient dip-angle ADCIG estimation

131

We here enter the estimation of dip-angle ADCIGs. From Figure 2, we notice the θd , which

132

denotes the direction angle of reflection normal, is the very dip angle as well. The unit
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vector nd of θd is given by
nd =
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σ
bs + σ
bg
,
|b
σs + σ
bg |

(12)

where σ
bs and σ
bg are the normalized source-side and receiver-side Poynting vectors by equa-

135

tion 10. For one reflector point, it has one unique dip-angle unit vector, but it may have

136

various scattering-angle ray-pairs. The reason is that the source and receiver rays may come

137

from diverse directions, but the reflection normal between the ray pairs exists uniquely. This

138

is the property of uniqueness regarding the local dip angle. Based on this property, we may

139

pick out the effective signals from dip-angle ADCIGs to improve the imaging quality of

140

RTM. Then, we can access the dip angle from the dip-direction vector with the help of

141

inverse trigonometric function. Given nd = (nx , nz ), we here take only once arctan(),

θd = arctan(

nz
),
nx

(13)

142

with its solution ranging between degree [−90, 90]. This angle range makes easy the defini-

143

tion of local dip angles. Note that the range of dip angle is different from that of scattering

144

angle. According to the reciprocity theory of Green’s function, the scattering angle expands

145

between degree [0, 90], with the sign information +/− ignored. The dip angle, however, ex-

146

pands between degree [−90, 90], because different signs of dip vectors represent different

147

orientations of subsurface structures.

148

Specularity filter in dip-angle ADCIG

149

Several studies attempt to improve the image quality by restricting the migration aperture

150

(Chen, 2004; Bienati et al., 2009) or filtering the dip-angle ADCIGs to exclude migration

151

artifacts and noises (Dafni and Symes, 2016a). Dafni and Symes (2016a,b) explore the ap-

152

plication of dip-angle ADCIG into wave-equation migration in the subsurface-offset domain.

153

We here attempt to fetch the dip-angle ADCIG efficiently by using Poynting vector. Our

154

research goal in the paper is mainly focused on reflection waves.

155

Theoretically, one imaging point of reflection waves should have one unique dip-angle,

156

except for the diffractors. Ideally, the dip-angle ADCIG response should be a spike. In

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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157

practice, its response, however, may be blocky because of the imperfect and finite obser-

158

vation system (Gray, 2013) and the point-spreading effects in seismic imaging (Fichtner

159

and Trampert, 2011a,b). Given the uniqueness of local dip angles, we aim to filter out

160

the unwelcomed artifacts in the dip-angle ADCIG, only keeping the valid energies around

161

the effective dip-angles. This operation may improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of

162

the imaging profile. Note that our method is based on the assumption that the migration

163

velocity should be nearly correct. Without this assumption, our method cannot promise

164

the uniqueness of local dips in our ADCIGs.

165

Dafni and Symes (2016a,b) observe the prominent and unique responses in wave-equation

166

based dip-angle ADCIGs. We also observe this kind of responses with horizontal orienta-

167

tions in our numerical experiments in Figure 3a. Similarly, we evaluate the coherency

168

(Neidell and Taner, 1971; Chen et al., 2015) for each dip-angle ADCIG via a semblance

169

coefficient estimation
iz=z+N
P z

iθ=θP
d +Nθ

iz=z−Nz iθ=θd −Nθ
1
S(z, θd ) =
d +Nθ
2Nθ + 1 iz=z+N
P z iθ=θP

ADCIG (iz, iθ)

!2

,

(14)

ADCIG2 (iz, iθ)

iz=z−Nz iθ=θd −Nθ

170

where Nθ is the half-length of the window along dip angle, Nz the half-length of the window

171

along depth. Equation 14 is a local semblance estimator, which basically indicates the ratio

172

between the stacked energy and the mean energy of local components. The ratio ranges

173

between [0,1], and a perfect agreement corresponds to a value of unity, and vice versa. We

174

can implement equation 14 with boxcar filters. The resulting S(z, θd ) is a good indicator

175

about the effective signals with good horizontal coherence. Base on this property, we can

176

design some specularity filter in the dip-angle ADCIGs.

177

In practice, however, some signals are weakly valid, with a relatively lower semblance

178

score. We do not hope to over-suppress this kind of signals. We thus take the square root

179

of S(z, θd ) as the specularity filter:

w(z, θd ) =

p
S(z, θd ).

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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180

w(z, θd ) performs on ADCIG (z, iθ) as a weighting filter. Finally, we stack the filtered

181

dip-angle ADCIGs to get a denoised imaging profile. The ”soft” filter in the square-root

182

form in equation 15 provides a convenient solution to suppress noises in dip-angle ADCIGs.

183

However, ideally, it will be more reasonable to make the semblance scores of effective signals

184

close to one and make those of invalid noises close to zero. This can be done via more

185

advanced functions or more advanced techniques, such as human-computer interaction or

186

machine learning in the future.
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
187

Graben model

188

The first example is a simple 4.5km-by-4.5km Graben model, as shown in Figure 3a, con-

189

sisting of three dip orientations: -45, 0 and 45 degrees. We have 40 shots evenly placed

190

at depth 100m. The velocity model is surrounded with PML layers. Figure 3b shows the

191

stacked RTM image. Figure 4a shows three dip-angle ADCIGs extracted from the positions

192

indicated by the white dashed lines in Figure 3b. Our dip-angle ADCIGs have the horizon-

193

tal and blocky appearance as well. Their corresponding specularity filters, ranging between

194

[0,1], are shown in Figure 4b. In the dip-angle ADCIGs, the responses of the reflectors

195

correspond well with their local dip angles, respectively.

196

When comparing among the semblance coefficients in Figure 4b, we notice that the

197

central one with 0-degree dipping has a higher coherence value, meaning that this one

198

has better data coverage and thus more focused. The physical mechanism behind the

199

different focusing effects of dip-angle ADCIGs may be similar to that of PSFs (Fichtner and

200

Trampert, 2011a,b). We here just use a toy model for illustration, and will demonstrate the

201

use of specularity filter for denoising in the next subsection.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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(b)

Figure 3: (a) Graben velocity model with three different dips of -45, 0, 45 degrees. (b)
Stacked RTM image of the Graben model. We extract dip-angle ADCIGs from the three
white lines at 800m, 2250m, 3700m, respectively, for detailed demonstrations.

202

Marmousi model

203

The second example is the Marmousi model, which is 3000-m long and 9200-m deep, as

204

shown in Figure 5a. We cover the model with 150 shots spacing at 50m. This model

205

is surrounded with PMLs as well. We generate the observed data with the true model,

206

but migrate the data with a smoothed model. We smooth within one wave-length the

207

slowness model rather than the velocity model (Loewenthal et al., 1987). During the imaging

208

process, we filter out the low-wavenumber noises in the scattering-angle domain, which can

209

be dynamically calculated according to the directions of the receiver and source Poynting

210

vectors. Figure 5b displays the stacked Marmousi RTM image.

211

We locate three positions (in white dashed lines) at 3200m, 5000m, 6700m, respectively,

212

for future investigation of their dip-angle ADCIGs. The 3200-m line is just in a common

213

case. The 5000-m line goes across a diffractor. The 6700-m line goes through complex

214

structures with rapid dip changes. From Figure 6a, we observe that the locations of the

215

blocky signals, which have good horizontal coherences, comply well with their corresponding

216

local dip-angles. If looking into each ADCIG in Figure 6, we will find out more details.

217

The left-column ADCIG has near-zero dips and smooth dip variations. The middle-column

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) From left to right: three dip-angle ADCIGs extracted from the three locations
indicated by the white dashed lines in Figure 3b. (b) From left to right: the corresponding
estimated semblance coefficients, which can be used as specularity filters. From all of them
(top and bottom) we notice that the dip-angle responses correspond well with the local dip
angles. We also notice that the specularity filter in the middle of (b) is more focused, due
to its better data coverage than the others.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Marmousi velocity model. (b) Stacked RTM image of the Marmousi model.
We extract dip-angle ADCIGs from the three white lines at 3200m, 5000m, 6700m, respectively, for detailed demonstration. The 3200-m line across flatter structures is in a common
case. The 5000-m line goes across a diffractor. The 6700-m line goes through complex
structures with rapid dip changes.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) From left to right: three dip-angle ADCIGs extracted from the three positions
indicated by the white dashed lines in Figure 5b. (b) From left to right: the corresponding
semblance scores. From all of them (top and bottom) we notice that the dip-angle responses
basically correspond well with the local dip angles. Now we are looking into each ADCIG.
The left-column ADCIG is just a common case of subsurface structures, with near-zero
dipping and smooth dip changes. The middle-column ADCIG has a typical diffraction
response at depth 1000m, which lasts much longer than the reflection responses. Note that
the ADCIGs corresponding semblance scores succeed to capture the diffraction response.
The right-column ADCIG has rapid dip changes. Its semblance estimation also works well
in capturing the effective signals.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Noisy RTM image of the Marmousi model. The noises arise due to the
spatially decimated observed data with four-fifth traces off. This decimation results in the
spatial aliasing in seismic migration. Again, we extract dip-angle ADCIGs from the three
white lines at 3200m, 5000m, 6700m, respectively, for detailed demonstration in (b). When
comparing (b) with Figure 6a, we notice that most of the effective signals remains there,
while some noises caused by spatial aliasing are distributed around. This dip-angle feature
implies that we can pick out the effective signals to construct a migration image with less
noise.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Denoised version of the image in Figure 7a after imposing the specularity
filters on top of Figure 7b. (b) The filtered ADCIGs of Figure 7b. We notice that the valid
signals are kept well in both (a) and (b). Note that we here play a small trick which directly
imposes the specularity filters estimated from a clean image to the ADCIGs from a noisy
image. For furthermore applications in practice, we may add the dip constraints from prior
geologic dip information, scanned dip model, and manually dip-picking as well.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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218

ADCIG has a typical diffraction response at depth 1000m, which lasts much longer than

219

the reflection responses. Note that its ADCIGs corresponding semblance analysis succeeds

220

in capturing the diffraction response. The right-column ADCIG has rapid dip changes, and

221

the local semblance also works well in capturing the effective signals.

222

We here produce a noisy RTM image, as shown in Figure 7a, by spatially decimating

223

the observed data to its one-fifth, resulting in the migration-aliasing noises, which is a

224

kind of kinematic artifact (Gray, 2013). Similar to the case of clean image, we also locate

225

three well-logs (in white dashed lines) at 3200m, 5000m, 6700m for the dip-angle ADCIG

226

investigation. The ADCIGs in Figure 7b seem noisy this time, but luckily we still can

227

recognize valid signals from noises. The effective signals have horizontal coherences, with

228

noises distributed around. These features suggest that we can make clean the migration

229

images in Figure 7a by picking out the effective signals in the dip-angle ADCIGs.

230

To have a quick demonstration of noise suppression in dip-angle ADCIG, we directly

231

use the square-root of the semblance scores in Figure 6b as specularity filters to weight the

232

ADCIGs in Figure 7b, resulting in the filtered ADCIGs in Figure 8b. Note that we just

233

plot out several ADCIGs for show, and every imaging point has its ADCIG. Stacking over

234

all the dip-angles in ADCIGs yields the denoised image in Figure 8a, whose main structures

235

are preserved well. The way of noise suppression here is just for a quick demonstration.

236

In practice, we may add dip-angle constraints from prior geological information, scanned

237

dip-model or manually dip-picking to make out more prominent effective signals for imaging

238

or other geophysical applications.

239

2D Marine data

240

In this part, we examine our method with a 2D marine dataset. This dataset consisting of

241

240 common-shot gathers is an acoustic one acquired near the water surface, with multiples

242

removed. The recording duration is 8 s, the sampling rate 2 ms, and the dominant frequency

243

around 10 Hz. Figure 9 shows the migration velocity. During the imaging process, we filter

244

out the low-wavenumber artifacts in the scattering angle domain when the angle is larger
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than 120. By using the direction-vector information from Poynting vector, we can capture

246

the scattering angle dynamically, without the output of scattering-angle ADCIGs. Figure

247

10 shows the stacked RTM image. We also extract the dip-angle ADCIGs, as shown in

248

Figure 11a.

Accepted Article

245

Figure 9: 2D migration velocity for the real data.

Figure 10: Raw RTM image of the real data.

249

We, however, notice that the stacked image in Figure 10 is not so clean. Some noises

250

are surrounding the reflectors. By looking into Figure 11a, we figure out that the effective
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: (a) Dip-angle ADCIGs extracted from in Figure 10, and (b) their corresponding
semblance scores. (c) The filtered dip-angle ADCIGs after the imposing of the square root
of (b) on (a). The specularity filter estimated from (b) effectively suppresses the noises in
(a).
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Figure 12: Denoised RTM image after the noise suppression in the dip-angle ADCIGs. We
notice that this RTM image becomes more noiseless than before.

251

signals and noises coexist in the dip-angle ADCIGs. These noises impair the quality of

252

the stacked image. Luckily, these effective signals have better blocky horizontal coherences

253

than the noises. According to the theory of local semblance analysis, the signal with a

254

better horizontal coherence has a higher value of semblance score, as shown in Figure 11b.

255

Based on these facts, we can design a specularity filter to suppress the incoherent noises

256

by imposing as weights the square-root semblance scores in Figure 11b upon the noisy

257

ADCIGs in Figure 11a. Figure 11c shows the filtered dip-angle ADCIGs, in which the

258

noises are basically suppressed, without damage to the effective signals. Afterwards, we

259

stack the filtered ADCIGs to form a denoised image, as shown in Figure 12.

260

The testing on the real data also proves that the semblance analysis based specularity

261

filter works effectively in improving the reliability and quality of the stacked RTM image

262

in the dip-angle ADCIGs. Note that we here use the semblance analysis to suppress noises

263

due to its convenience. In practice, we may design some more advanced filtering methods

264

that only keep effective signals. In the dip-angle ADCIGs of important geophysical survey,

265

we can supervise the validity of signal-pickings via human-computer interaction.
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CONCLUSIONS
266

We present an efficient method that directly estimates and outputs dip-angle ADCIGs by

267

using Poynting vector. The valid signals are focused horizontal coherences around the

268

specularity dip while the noises are not. Based on their differences in appearance, we can

269

design a specularity filter according to the theory of local semblance analysis. The valid

270

signal has a higher semblance score, and vice versa. We then add weights to the raw

271

dip-domain ADCIGs with their corresponding square-root semblance scores to suppress the

272

unwanted noises. We finally stack the filtered dip-dip-domain ADCIGs to obtain a denoised

273

RTM image. Note that our method is based on the assumption that the migration velocity

274

should be nearly correct. Numerical examples suggest that our dip-angle ADCIGs have

275

similar appearance of blocky coherence with those by the subsurface-offset method. We

276

examine our method with the Marmousi model. In the dip-angle domain, we filter out

277

the kinematic artifacts caused by migration aliasing to make clean the noisy RTM image.

278

Our method also works well in the real data testing. The Poynting-vector based method

279

for dip-angle ADCIG estimation can be easily extended to isotropic and anisotropic elastic

280

wave-equations in the near future.
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LIST OF FIGURES
283

Figure 1: X-component (left) and Z-component (right) of Poynting vectors.

284

285

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the acquisition system in geophysical survey. The di-

286

rectional angles of source and receiver rays are, respectively, indicated by θs and θg . The

287

dip angle is θd . The incident angles are α1 and α2 . In the acoustic case, α1 = α2 .

288
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289

Figure 3: (a) Graben velocity model with three different dips of -45, 0, 45 degrees. (b)

290

Stacked RTM image of the Graben model. We extract dip-angle ADCIGs from the three

291

white lines at 800m, 2250m, 3700m, respectively, for detailed demonstrations.

Accepted Article

292

293

Figure 4: (a) From left to right: three dip-angle ADCIGs extracted from the three

294

locations indicated by the white dashed lines in Figure 3b. (b) From left to right: the cor-

295

responding estimated semblance coefficients, which can be used as specularity filters. From

296

all of them (top and bottom) we notice that the dip-angle responses correspond well with

297

the local dip angles. We also notice that the specularity filter in the middle of (b) is more

298

focused, due to its better data coverage than the others.

299

300

Figure 5: (a) Marmousi velocity model. (b) Stacked RTM image of the Marmousi

301

model. We extract dip-angle ADCIGs from the three white lines at 3200m, 5000m, 6700m,

302

respectively, for detailed demonstration. The 3200-m line across flatter structures is in a

303

common case. The 5000-m line goes across a diffractor. The 6700-m line goes through

304

complex structures with rapid dip changes.

305

306

Figure 6: (a) From left to right: three dip-angle ADCIGs extracted from the three

307

positions indicated by the white dashed lines in Figure 5b. (b) From left to right: the

308

corresponding semblance scores. From all of them (top and bottom) we notice that the

309

dip-angle responses basically correspond well with the local dip angles. Now we are looking

310

into each ADCIG. The left-column ADCIG is just a common case of subsurface structures,

311

with near-zero dipping and smooth dip changes. The middle-column ADCIG has a typical

312

diffraction response at depth 1000m, which lasts much longer than the reflection responses.

313

Note that the ADCIGs corresponding semblance scores succeed to capture the diffraction

314

response. The right-column ADCIG has rapid dip changes. Its semblance estimation also

315

works well in capturing the effective signals.

316
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317

Figure 7: (a) Noisy RTM image of the Marmousi model. The noises arise due to the

318

spatially decimated observed data with four-fifth traces off. This decimation results in the

319

spatial aliasing in seismic migration. Again, we extract dip-angle ADCIGs from the three

320

white lines at 3200m, 5000m, 6700m, respectively, for detailed demonstration in (b). When

321

comparing (b) with Figure 6a, we notice that most of the effective signals remains there,

322

while some noises caused by spatial aliasing are distributed around. This dip-angle feature

323

implies that we can pick out the effective signals to construct a migration image with less

324

noise.
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325

326

Figure 8: (a) Denoised version of the image in Figure 7a after imposing the specularity

327

filters on top of Figure 7b. (b) The filtered ADCIGs of Figure 7b. We notice that the valid

328

signals are kept well in both (a) and (b). Note that we here play a small trick which directly

329

imposes the specularity filters estimated from a clean image to the ADCIGs from a noisy

330

image. For furthermore applications in practice, we may add the dip constraints from prior

331

geologic dip information, scanned dip model, and manually dip-picking as well.

332

333

Figure 9: 2D migration velocity for the real data.

334

335

Figure 10: Raw RTM image of the real data.

336

337

Figure 11: (a) Dip-angle ADCIGs extracted from Figure 10, and (b) their corresponding

338

semblance scores. (c) The filtered dip-angle ADCIGs after the imposing of the square root

339

of (b) on (a). The specularity filter estimated from (b) effectively suppresses the noises in

340

(a).

341

342

343

Figure 12: Denoised RTM image after the noise suppression in the dip-angle ADCIGs.
We notice that this RTM image becomes more noiseless than before.

344
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